









·iirns Examiner B in Comp. 
1ims Unit 
:e Bowman transferred to 
wager Special Inquiries in 
'C Claims/Customer 
•-vice 
ette Butler transferred to 
1in1.S Examiner B in Comp. 
am. Entry 1 
h.y Callahan transferred to 
S Special Projects Specialist 
Finance 
nk Cardin transferred to 
nior Systems Analyst EDP in 
rporate Project National 
ta Carvalho transferred to 
1ims Examiner B in Private 
�siness Claims 
· Chastain transferred to 








stems Analyst in 
inagement Systnns 
) Culp transferred to 
reening Clerk in Comp. 
sp. If 
d Dailey transferred to 
·crographics Production in 
mp. Output Micrographics 
,orah Dixon transferred to 
1,im.s Examiner B in Com,p. 
·am Entry I 
ria Duffy transferred to 





in Medicare B - DME 
Eddie Flowers transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Comp. 
Exam. Entry 1 
Gwendolyn Goggins 
transferred to 
Claims Eraminer B in Comp. 
Susp. II 
Andrew Green Jr. 
transferred to 
Camera Stripper OpenLlur in 
Printing Department 
Bunny Halifko transferred to 
Direcl Income Clerk in Cashiers 
Robert Hannan transferred to 
Correspondence Representative 
in MedB-DME 
Cynthia Hecht transferred to 
Claims E:x:aminer B in Comp. 
Eram. Ent r?J I 
Dorothy Hutcheson 
transferred to 
Manager Special Inquiries in 
Direct Group Inquiries 
Janet Jackson transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Private 
Business Clairns I 
Gerald Jayne transferred to 
Mfrrogrnphics Production in 
Comp. Output MirTographics 
Brenda Johnson 
transferred to 
Claims Eraminer B in Comp. 
Ernm. Entry I 
Deborah Johnson 
transferred to 
Secretary B in BCBS in Claims 
Administration 
Vessie Johnson transferred to 
Claims Examiner C in Comp. 
Claims Unit 
Janet Jordan transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Cmnp. 






mville, Florida 32231-0014 
Patricia Long transferred to 
Claims Eraminer B in Publix 
Account 
Wanda Lovett transferred to 
Clain1.S Examiner B in Comp. 
E.:ram. Entry I 
Julia Mallory transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Publix 
Account 
Lola Marsh transferred to 












Control Clerk B in Private 
Business Claims 
Mary Moore transferred to 
Program Analyst in Systems 
Support 
Mary Peavy transferred to 








Claims Eraminer B in Comp. 
Clain1.S Unit 
Oscar Sadsarin transferred to 




Accounting Analyst in Inter­
Plan Rec. 
James Simmons transferred to 
Accountant III in National 
Accounts Recefoable 
Michael Spain transferred to 
MicTographics Production in 
Comp. Output Microgrnphics 
James Stepps transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Comp. 
E-r:am. Entry I 
William Strong transferred to 
Manager OCL in Clain1.S 
Support 
Danny Thomas transferred to 




Claims E'caminer B in Publix 
Account 
Carol Turner transferred to 
Control Clerk B in 
Micrngraphics/ Reprograph i cs 
Ora Vinson transferred to 




Secretary A in Direct Group 
Inquiries 
Susan Walker transferred to 
Clain1.S Examiner· B in Comp. 
Ern.m. Entry I 
Robina Weigel transferred to 
Acco1111ting Analyst in Audit 
and Resecirch 
Schryell Wells transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Comp. 
Eram. Entry I 
Richard Werner 
transferred to 
Manager Professional Relati011.S 
in Phys. Relations Central 
Region 
Rosalie Willard transferred to 
Clai1ns Examiner B in Private 
Business Claims 
Terri Williams transferred to 
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Employee Relations by Bill Riley 
Bibliomania by Bill Condon .... 
The health industry has undergone a revolution in recent 
years wit.h the emergenct> of many new competitors and 
new forms of health care delivery. George Werth 
illustrated this idea on Canson paper using colored pencil, 
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Just Who is the 
COMPETITION? 
The health care marketplace has 
changed drastically in the past 
couple of years. The development 
of new products such as Tradi­
tional Plus and new forms of 
health care delivery - including 
the Health Options health main­
tenance organizations and Pre­
f erred Patient Care preferred 
provider organizations - within 
the corporation alone are examples 
of the revolution occuring 
throughout the health care 
industry. 
Some New Competitors 
Below are just a few companies 
that have emerged as competitors. 
� , Inc. is the 
�umananation's sec­
ond largest investor-owned hos­
pital company and is the furthest 
along in its transition to a prepaid 
health plan. The focal point of 
Humana's health insurance 
products is the "Humana Care 
Plus" program which offers strong 
financial incentives to use partici­
pating hospitals, guaranteed rate 
caps for up to three years, and 
freedom to choose any physician. 
Humana owns and operates 17 hos­
pitals in Florida and has become 
very active in the group market. 
VLL a stands for Voluntary 
...-,,Hospitals of Amer­
ica, the largest not-for-profit hos­
pital association in the United 
States. VHA is forming a joint 
venture with Aetna Life and 
Casualty Company, the largest 
shareholder-owned insurance 
company in the nation. That joint 
venture will develop and market 
HMOs and PPOs. 
NME 
is National Medical Enter­
prises, a multi-hospital 
system rapidly developing its 
Cynthia Haywood 








Medicare B Claims Examining 
Susan McCullough 
Medicare B Telephone 




Private Business Claims 
Emmining 
Tina Rynearson 
PP() Claims & C11stomer 
Service 
Randy Simmons 
Small Group Product 
10 Years 
Barbara Armstrong 
Other Carrier Liability 
Cheri Ballinger 




National Accounts & Critical 
Inquiries 
Jacqueline Cullimore 






Applications Systems Private 
Business Operations 
Linda Heagley 



















Informalion Sy.sterns Support 
Barbara Watson 





Finance cind Product Planning 
Judy Willey 




Group Membership and Billing 
James Britton 






Tampa District OfficP 
Promotions 
John Abrams promoted to 
Manager Data Base 
Administration 
Karen Ausum promoted to 
Technical A nalysl EDP in 
Systems Development 
Carolyn Baden promoted to 
Clerk B in Group Direct 
Marketing Support 
Vivian Bagley promoted to 
Program Utilization Analyst 
in Medicare B Program 
lnlegration 
Patricia Blevins promoted to 
PPG Customer Relations 
Representative in PPG Claims/ 
Customer Service 
William Brown promoted to 
Director Corporcite Project 
National in Corporate Project 
National 
Sheri Buhr promoted to 




Technical Analyst EDP in 
Systems Support 
Marilyn Cooney promoted to 
Supervisor State Group 
Carolyn Cowen promoted to 
Hardware Support Specialist in 
Hardware Support 
Lawrence Craig promoted to 
Management Consultant MM in 
Management Systems 
Kathleen Defoe promoted to 
Supervisor Special Claims 
Processing in Pri,vate Business 
Claims 
Kelvin Dell promoted to 
Auditor 111 in Tampa Branch 
Audit 
Daniel Fisher promoted to 
Senior Systems Analyst PAS 
in Software Developm,ent 
Bonnie Flowers promoted to 
Manager Subscriber Services in 
Group Enrollment and Billing 
R. Gale Franz promoted to 
Systems Analyst in Systems 
Support 
Tonya Gathright promoted to 
Custmner Service Representative 
in FEP Correspondence 
Rebecca Gaudry promoted to 
Customer Service Representative 
in FEP Correspondence 
Robert Grant promoted to 
Director, Development and 
Operations PAS 
Carol Green promoted to 
Executive Secretary in HMO 
Development 
Stanley Hall promoted to 
Senior Sysle'ms Analyst EDP in 
Systems Development 
Cynthia Hamel promoted to 
Program Utilization Analyst in 
Medicare B Program Integration 
Debra Hannah promoted to 
Personnel Assistant in HMO 
Development 
David Hayes promoted to 
Methods Analyst Il in Industri,al 
Engineering Services 
Janet Heiss promoted to 
Health Service Analyst in MD 
Policy/Private 
Catherine Hontz promoted to 
Claims Examiner B in Blue 
Shield BOMB Unit 11 
Sherelyn Jackson promoted to 
Supervisor OCL Litigation in 
COB Subrogation 
Shirley Jackson promoted to 
Claims Examiner C in FEP 
Support 
A. Denise Johnson 
promoted to 
Customer Service Representative 
in Provider Relations 
James Key promoted to 
Claims Kcaminer B in Blue 
Shield EOMB Unit 11 
Frances Knight promoted to 
Manager Subscriber Services in 
Membership and Billing 
Tanya Kovacs promoted to 
Cri,t'ical Communications 
Writer in National Accounts/ 
Critical Inquiries 
David Kukar promoted to 
Senior Systems Analyst EDP in 
Systmns Development 
Mary Lane promoted to 
Program Utilization Analyst 
in Mediccire B Program 
Integration 
Walter Lane promoted to 
Claims E:rnminer B in Blue 
Shield EOMB Unit 11 
Marlene LaPierre 
promoted to 
SupPrvi.sor Special Claim.� 
Processing in Private Business 
Claims 
Yvette Lewis promoted to 
Collection Specialist in Request 
R<-tfund 
Tamara Logan promoted tc 
Customer Service Representat 




Methods Analyst ff in Indust1 
Engineering Services 
Lorna Miner promoted to 
Customer Service Represental 
in Dental Assistance 
John Oetjen promoted to 
Director Benefits 
Administration 
Ruth Patrick promoted to 
Supervisor Medicare B Clain, 
Processing in Med B Claims 
Examining 
Shelle Phelps promoted to 
Driver in Compiiter 
Operations Administration 
Randi Ross promoted to 
Senior Buyer in Purchasing/ 
Fleet Operations 
Mario Rubio promoted to 
Director Membership and 
Billing 
Catherine Shane promoted 
Manager of Autmnated Clairr. 
Frances Simmons 
promoted to 
Supervisor Special Claim,5 
Processing in Comp. Claims 
Unit 
John Smid promoted to 
Auditor IV in Audit and 
Re.search 
Larry Taulbee promoted to 
Print Shop Operator B in 
Printing Department 
Charlie Torrance promoted 
Driver in Shipping and 
Receiving 
Richard Towery promoted 1 
TP Se,rvice Analyst in 
Computer TP Equipment 
Miriam Underwood 
promoted to 
Program Utilization Analyst 
in MPdirarP B Progrnm 
Integration 
Richard Warner promoted 1 
Director Customer Service 
Lyle Watkins promoted to 
Senior Print Shop Operator i 
Printing Department 
Robin Watson promoted to 
Methods Analyst II in Industr 
Engineering Services 
Major Way promoted to 
Sec/ion Leader Vll in 
Outgo'ing Mail 
Helen Zayatz promoted to 
Program Utilization Analyst 
Medicare B Program Integrati 




Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Clai ms Examining 
ila Bajalia 
Retrieval Clerk in Privat,e 
Business Records 
Lcqueline Barnhardt 
Claims Examiner B in State 
Gnrup Claims Unit II 
ml Baroco 
�edical Director HMO in ADS 
11./ew Development - Pensacola 
nthony Benevento 
�anager Special Inquiries in 
11./ational Accounts and Critical 
rnquiries 
Lck Boutwell 
Claims Manager in ADS New 
Development - Pensacola 
eborah Bradley 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
1thy Bryan 
�ecretary A in Corporate 
Budget 
►seph Bryant 
4ccount Executive in Ft. 
wuderdale District Office 
unela Burns 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
1dy Caldwell 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
DY Christian, Jr. 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
eborah Coates 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
1vid Coleman 
Clai ms Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
nthony Cooper 
4DS Planner in ADS 
Develu'J)'Tnent 
1ana Croll 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
')laims Examining 
Illian Crooms 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
':_:laims Examining 
nda Davis 
':_:lai ms Examiner A in Med B 
':_:laims Examining 
itchell Devereaux 
':_:lerk B in Medimre B Ma.il 
)perations 
tlrley Edwards 
-:.:ustomer Service Rep B in 
Direct Sales - Over 65 
�Ima Feacher 
':_:[aims Exam·iner A in Med B 
':_:laims Examining 
Llencia Gallman 
'Jlaims Examiner A in Med B 
'Jlaims Examining 
,hn Gaspelin 
1.uditor Ill in Jacksonville 
<\ udit Branch 
Marcia Grange 
Claims Exami ner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Evelyn Grant 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Tonja Green 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Carol Guthrie 
Secretary A in Medical Policy 
Section 
Mary Hain 
Program Analyst in Systems 
Support 
Janice Hamilton 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Bernadette Hamm 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Rosemary Hammond 
HMO Reg istrar and Bookkeeper 
in ADS Chargeback HOJ 
Anita Henderson 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Leslie Hollowell 
Customer Service Rep B in 
Gainesville District Office 
Margaret Ingram 
Team Secretary Legal in Legal 
Administration Support 
Terry Jackson 
Cla·im, Era.miner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Yolonda Jenkins 
Claims Er:aminer A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Deborah Joins 
Clainis Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Shiela Jones 
Control Clerk A in Med fl 
Secondary Payer 
D. Elaine Kern 
Supervisor Special Clairns 
Processing in Privat,e Business 
Claims 
Lisa King 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl.aim, E.ram.ining 
Annette Laprade 
Customer Service Rep B in  
ASO State Group 
Correspondence 
Lynn Long 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims E.r.:amining 
James Mandeville 
Accountant Ill in Nati:onal 
Accounts Receivable 
Angela Mathews 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Excimining 
Donna McKee 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Craig Mears 




Management HMO in ADS New 
Development - Tampa 
Gregory Neeld 
Clerk B in Medicare B Ma il 
Operatioris 
Drucilla Newsom 
Senior Sales Representative 
in ADS Chargeback HOJ 
Leanne Ngo 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Jack Nitowitz 
Clci irris bxaminer A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Wilma Oglesby 
Claims Exciminer A in Med B 
Clnims Eramining 
Felita Oliver 
Cla·ims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Catherine O'Neal 
Supervisor Special Claims 
Processing in Comprehensive 
Exam Entry I 
Bennie Osborne 
Claims K-caminer A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Sonya Patterson 
ADS Planner in ADS 
Development 
Kim Peri 
Supervisor HRIC in Personnel 
Cathy Prince 
Claim, ExaminPr A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Michael Quindoza 
Medicare Secondary Payer 
Analyst in Med B Secondary 
Payer 
Rex Richard 




Markets Manager in Special 
Industry Markel, 
Lorna Saladino 
Accountlwt III in Cost 
Accounting 
Sharon Samel 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Clainis Examining 
Debra Schell 
Planning Analyst Corp. 
Plrm ning PPr.fo rmance in 
Corporate Planning 
Pauline Schell 
HMO Registrar a nd Bookkeeper 
in ADS Chargeback HOJ 
Adrienne Skipper 
Secretary B in ADS New 
Develupm,ent in Tampa 
Lorine Slappey 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims E.ramining 
Elena Smalls 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Brenda Sparks 
Secretary A in National 
Acccrunts & Critical Inquiries 
Terry Spicer 
Claims E:caminer A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Bruce Stark 
Systems Analyst PAS in 
Utilization & Health Care 
Analysis - Info. Svcs. 
Lisa Steckley 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Clainis Examining 
Michael Subasic 
E recutive Director HMO in 
ADS - HMO #6 
Laura Taylor 
Retrieval Clerk in Privat,e 
Business Records 
Sherryl Taylor 
Research Clerk B in Central 
Cert�fication/Recivruc-ity 
Richard Tolosi 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claim, E.ram ining 
Joanne Ware 
Claim,5 Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Cynthia Washing ton 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cla i,ris Excimining 
Carroll Whitcomb 
Manager Credit a nd Collection 
in Credit and Collection 
Victoria Wiles 
Research Clerk B in Inter Plan 
Claims 
Alice Williams 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Deborah Williams 
Senior Compensation Analyst 
in Organization and 
Compensation 
James Wilson 
Records Clerk A in Stockroom 
& Warehousing Personnel 
Jeff Wollitz 
Media Rep in Corporate 
Communications - Media 
Relations 
Princess Wyman 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Clairns Examining 
Stephanie Wynn 






Medicare B Claims Examining 
Theresa Burr 
Medicare B Claims Examining 
Robert Cooper 
Medicare B Communications 
Unit JV 
Judith Dacey 
National Accounts Receivable 
Deanna Fields 
Medicare B Services 
Dennis Fuller 
RPim,h1.1. rsP'm.Pnl Unit 
Gwendolyn Goggins 
Comprehensive Claims Unit II 
i 
health programs. NME recently 
purchased an insurance company, 
Assured Investors Life Company 
of San Francisco, to allow it to 
market its health insurance prod­
ucts in the West . NME also owns 
AvMed, a company that offers 
HMO/PPO products in Florida. 
AvMed is an abbreviation con­
cocted by Dr. Herbert Davis, the 
president of A vMed . He began his 
career by giving aviation medical 
examinations to prospective pilots. 
AMI i s  American Medical ® International . AMI 
also recently purchased an insur­
ance company, Fidelity Interstate 
Life Insurance Company of Cali­
fornia and has begun marketing its 
new PPO product AMICARE in the 
Miami area. The preferred pro­
viders will consist of AMI hos­
pitals, AMI single-day surgery 
centers, and physicians allowed to 
admit patients into AMI facilities. 
AMICARE was also introduced in 
Tampa in July. 
f;(;3�rj was created by the 1982 merger of INA and Con­
necticut General . This company is 
the country' s  largest investor­
owned organization in the field of 
prepaid health plans. CIGNA 
operates HMOs in Tampa and Ft. 
Lauderdale and a PPO in Dade and 
Broward counties in South Florida. 
In addition, the company is cur­
rently test marketing a " triple 
option" product called Flex Care 
that allows employees a choice of 
three different methods of obtain­
ing health care coverage under one 
easily administered, fully under­
written, and experience-rated 
plan. 
IMC is International Medi­ical Center, Inc. IMC is 
based in Miami and is one of the 
oldest HMOs in the state, having 
been established in 1976 . IMC is 
also Florida' s  largest HMO, with 
over 130 ,000 members. About 75 
percent of IMC' s  enrollment is 
Medicare patients. 
Familiar Competitors 
And what about the old nemeses 
"Gulf, " "Pru, " and "the Met"? 
Gulf Life has started a PPO called 
Florida Health Network (FHN) 
whose preferred providers are 
concentrated in Duval and Clay 
counties. Prudential has a well 
known HMO subsidiary (PRU­
CARE) which is active in Florida. 
"Pru" is also experimenting with 
PPOs in Massachusetts, Tennessee, 
Nebraska, and New Jersey. ' 'The 
(Continued on Page 13) 
TentlS You Should Know 
H MO. Health maintenance organizations (HMOs) reflect an 
increasingly common type of health care delivery. Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida's  subsidiary Health Options companies 
fall into this category . 
HMOs provide comprehensive health care to their members 
who enroll and pay a fixed, prepaid fee .  HMOs generally stress 
preventive care, the use of outpatient treatment, and a variety 
of other cost containment methods to hold down medical service 
costs . 
PPO. Preferred provider organizations (PPOs) , including our 
Preferred Patient Care, generally consist of a limited group of 
health care providers. PPOs contract with physicians, hospitals 
and other providers to deliver health care services to customers 
at reduced fees. When the insured obtains medical services from 
a preferred provider, the reimbursement amount for those 
services is generally higher than if he or she went to a non­
pref erred provider. 
TPA. Third-party administrators (TPAs) are involved in 
marketing, issuing contracts, paying claims, and handling 
ongoing administration of group insurance benefits . The TPA 
concept differs from the conventional concept of group insur­
ance which assumes two parties to an insurance contract - the 
employer which provides benefits for its employees and the 
insurance company whose rules include underwriting risks ,  
investment, marketing, paying claims, and administrative 
duties. 
The need for a third-party in the form of an outside 
administrative specialist arose when union employees won 
health and welfare benefits in collective bargaining agreements 
under the Taft-Hartley Act. Thus, TPAs perform all the functions 
that traditionally insurance companies have, except for bearing 
the underwriting risk or investing money. 
E PO. An exclusive provider organization (EPO) is more like 
an HMO than like a PPO. Specifically ,  when the insured obtains 
non-emergency care outside the panel of exclusive providers , 
the care is not covered. However, unlike an HMO, an EPO is tied 
to one particular employer contract . It isn ' t  offered on a dual­
choice basis so an employee group can ' t  choose between an EPO 
and other types of coverage. 
SHMO. The social health maintenance organization (SHMO) 
is a relatively new concept . The SHMO allows Medicare eligibles 
to join a plan that provides the usual types of Medicare services 
and additional services including home nursing care, adult day 
care, homemaker assistance, and transportation. 
3 
PUTTING THE HEAT 
ON THE COMPETITION 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
PPO Network 
Preferred Patient Care 
Network Growing 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida pref erred provider organi­
zations (PPOs) have been springing 
up across the state . A total of nine 
PPOs, spanning thirteen Florida 
counties, are currently opera­
tional . In addition, development of 
PPO networks in ten additional 
counties is under way . 
Dudley Mendheim, director of 
PPO Administration and Support , 
said that ,_ altho�� network devel­opment 1s not tfi�yanced to the level that was hoped , the Plan has 
been successful in getting PPOs up 
and running. ' 'Only one of the net­
works planned for 1985 was not up 
by September 1 , ' '  said Mendheim. 
He added that , on the whole, 
Pref erred Patient Care contract 
sales are good once the network is 
established . Mendheim stressed 
that sales are expected to improve. 
' 'Network managers and directors 
are working closely with market­
ing to increase penetration, ' '  he 
said. Mendheim also expressed 
enthusiasm regarding the recent 
accessibility of the PPO product 
for direct pay customers. 
Mendheim attributes the PPO 
area's  patience and willingness to 
persist with development of the 
PPO product to the caliber of the 
employees. He said, "We 're lucky 
to have a highly talented and 
dedicated group of individuals 
who are very excited about what 
the area is doing. ' ' ■ 
4 
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NORTH : 
Alachua 
Clay - operational 
Duval - operational 
Escambia - operational 
Leon 




Orange - operational 
Osceola - operational 
Seminole - operational 
Volusia - operational 
Lake 
WEST: 
H illsborough - operational 
Lee 
Pasco 




Broward - operational 
Dade - operational 
Palm Beach - operational 
Indian River 
Martin 
yellow - operational 
green - proposed for 1985 
Q-
People& Events 
McVay Raises Most 
in Love Run 
Ann McVay, assistant reimbursement 
specialist for Provider Audit & Re­
imbursement. 
Ann McVay, assistant reimburse­
ment specialist in Provider Audit 
and Reimbursement, received top 
honors for her participation in the 
Love Run for Muscular Dystrophy 
which was sponsored· by the Em­
ployees' Club . McVay raised the 
most money through sponsors who 
pledged a given sum of money per 
mile . McVay was sponsored for 
every mile she ran in the month of 
April .  She has been with the cor­
poration for twelve years.■ 
September 
19 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida Annual Meeting 




2 ,  3 United Way Kickoff 
5 H.A.  Schroder Golf 
Tournament 
1985 Volleyball Season Under Way 
The 1985 Volleyball League is every Wednesday since August 
made up of twenty-one teams from as they prepare for the tom 
throughout the corporation. Teams ment on Saturday, October 26 . 
have been engaged in heated battle 
� .. -------------- ---
--.--- -·--·----
Charles Frame, Systems Development; Sandy Kovacs, Other Carrier Liability; J 
Sealy, Systems Development; and Chmuller Burroughs, Corporate Planning. 
Bandits, Misfits Win 
Softball Tourney 
The 1985 Intramural Softball Tour­
nament was held on August 10 in 
Drew Park. 
In the Women's Division, the 
Bandits placed first. The Maenads, 
who were in first place at the close 
of the season, led the final game 
with a score of 7-0 until the third 
inning. The Bandits then came 
from behind to win the tourna­
ment with a score of 8-7 in the 
final game. 
In the Men's  Division, the Misfits 
placed first with the Blue Dots fol­
lowing closely in the second place 
slot .■ 
Just Who is the Competitio 
(Continued from Page 3) 
Met" has established a new E 
sidiary,  MetLife HealthCare M 
agement Corporation, to acql 
and develop HMOs nationw: 
MetElect, their PPO product 
already being marketed in Flori 
Competition and competit 
aren' t  as simple as they used to 
W i nning against compet i t  
r e q u i res  strategic  p l a n n i  
diversification, cost containm 
and other innovative measures. 
keeping in touch with who 
competition is and what com1 
itors are doing, Blue Cross : 
Blue Shield of Florida will c 
tinue to be a leader in the indus1 
ibliomania 
�tings Gate, Let's Negotiate 
11 Condon, Manager, Corporate Library and Information Center 
run across some gripping book 
s in my time folks, but one that 
a i n s  i n d e l i b l y  i n s c r i b e d  
red,  even) o n  the tablets o f  my 
wry is a 1980 thriller-diller by 
a Albert Warschaw called 
nning by Negotiation: How to 
What You Want From Your 
ise, Lover, Parents, Children, 
�nds, Employer, Lawyer, 
:or, Agent, as Well as Head 
ters, Salespersons, Landlords 
nd Make Them Love You in the 
:ess. " 
lon' t  have an agent, and I ' ve 
�r been seized by the desire to 
e a head waiter fall in love 
l me, but just the thought of 
mg everything I want from my 
lren, spouse, lawyers, doctors, 
employer ( or anybody else I 
1t bump into) , without the 
ltest hint of hard feelings, 
es me as giddy as a schoolgirl. 
; ,  Warschaw' s  book of game 
plans for winning by negotiation 
and making everybody love you in 
the process rolled off the presses at 
McGraw-Hill in October of 1980 , 
and I was so impressed by the 
lyrical, full-page ad that ran in 
Publishers Weekly to herald the 
event that I slipped it between the 
pages of a first edition of The 
Stress Interview, by Fear, for 
future reference and inspiration. 
The ad features a marvelous 
photo of Tessa, looking as though 
she ' d  just moon-danced her way in 
from a thirty-six hour Dance-a­
thon in the Big Apple - a trifle the 
worse for wear, but still euphoric, 
and smart as a whip. 
Why not? Tessa, according to the 
fulsome ad, is ' '  a nationally known 
therapist" who has,  to judge from 
the title of her magnum opus, 
finally solved the human equation. 
McGraw-Hill ,  understandably 
proud, stated unequivocably that 
Ms. Warschaw's  treatise " makes 
winning a way of life , from bed­
room to boardroom. ' '  
•;: .M.apping out her ' no-lose, 
trade.,.off' strategy step by step, ' '  
the 'iA . continues, "Tessa Albert 
Warschaw offers the first practical 
and proven techniques for win­
ning without anger, without in­
timidating, and without losing the 
affection and respect of others . ' '  
One gets the impression that 
what McGraw-Hill had on its 
trembling hands that crisp October 
in 1980 was perhaps the single 
most electrifying book since 
Machiavelli ' s  "The Prince" or the 
prognostications of Nostradamus. 
Well, we didn 't  buy the thing in 
1980 because we weren' t  around 
to even consider the act , but I note 
with interest that it ' s  still in print 
(a paperback edition came out in 
'83 for $3 .50) - I ' m  going to spring 
for it . 
Any book with a title like that 
which has lasted three to five 
years in today 's  burgeoning how­
to-get-ahead market can 't  be all 
bad .  Book report to follow in 
future column. ■ 
Private Business Kick-Off 
(Continued from Page 7) 
Gloria Duffy, Comprehensive 
Claims; Patsy Gammons, Member­
ship and Billing; Janice Harrelson, 
Training and Development; Jan­
Jan Lam, Quality Control Analysis; 
Linda Macina, Publix Account; 
Shelley Navarette, Federal Cus­
tomer Service; Juanita Simmons, 
Training and Development; and 
Cheryle Taylor, Industrial Engi­
neering Services. Initially, PBO 
employees on this work group will 
be contributing 25 percent of their 
time to the effort . 
According to Payne, the buttons 
and posters circulating in the or­
ganization serve as reminders of 
the primary emphasis of the PIQC 
effort: ' 'The best in quality service 
to our customers through the best 
in our employees. ' '■ 
Join the employers around the state who trust their 
employees' health care to HEALTH OPTIONS. 
HEALTH OPTIONS is the only HMO backed by the 
strength of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, working 
together for your health around the state. And around the 
nation. Your quality, affordable HMO answer. 
What's more, HEALTH OPTIONS has the benefits your 
employees are looking for. No deductibles. No co- insurance. 
And no claim forms. 
To become part of it call (904) 731-7967. Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield, HEALTH OPTIONS and you. 
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An HMO subsidiary of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Employee Relations 
by Bill Riley, Employee Relations 
E _ is for EVERY PERSON in the R _ 
company. One of the primary 
functions of Employee Relations 
(E .R . )  is to serve the needs of 
E ALL employees and managers 
throughout the company. 
M _ is for the MANY SERVICES 
provided by E. R. including 
counseling, policy/proced ure 
clarification, problem solving, L 
Equal Employment issues, E m- -
ployees' Club activities and the 
Corporate Assessment (Testing) 
program. 
p _ is for the PRIDE taken by the 






fully in a highly competent, fair 
and impartial manner. 
is for LISTENING to those who 
come seeking our assistance. 
Listening is a vital element in 
gaining insight and understand-
ing of the issue at hand . 
is for the OBJECTIVITY we 
strive to maintain, uninfluenced 
by emotion or personal preju-
dice. We just want the facts and 
the whole story. 
is for the YEARNING we have to 
be of genuine service to our 
clients for the betterment of the 
employee (s) and the company. 
We do our best to create win/win 
situations for all concerned . 
is for the ENTHUSIASM we 
have for our work , knowing 
what a challenge it is to promote 
goodwill and high morale among 
our 3 , 300 employees. 
is for EMPATHY as E . R. makes 
every effort to work with all of 
our clients showing a genuine 







is for the RAPPORT and mutual 
trust we strive to develop and 
maintain with our clients. 
is for ELSEY (Larry), the man­
ager of the department and the 
E . R. staff consisting of Smitty 
Coffey, Pat Fitzpatrick , Gloria 
Gardner, Bill Riley and Sophonia 
White. 
is for the LARGE VOLUME of 
consultations and issues handled 
by E .R .  This year we have 
averaged over 160 consultations 
per month . 
is for the ABOVE BOARD way 
we deal with issues - candidly, 
honestly, frankly and sincerely. 
We also respect confidentiality 
in dealing with sensitive issues. 
is for the TEMPERATE manner 
in which we work with our 
clients - a calm, cool and 
moderate approach.  
is for the IMPORTANCE we 
place on effective communi­
cation with our clients. A strong 
E .R .  function means having an 
excellent two-way communi­
cation program. 
is for the OSTRICH, which 
reminds us we must not bury 
our heads in the sand . We must 
seek out the facts in a pro­
fessional and objective manner. 
is for the NICE clients we serve. 
We believe employees want to 
do their best for their employer. 
In E . R. ,  we strive to help em­
ployees and managers resolve 
issues so that everyone can per­
form to the best of his ability. 
is for SATISFACTION . Our goal 
is to have an effective E . R. 
program which enables the com­
pany to have a harmonious and 
happy work force eager to pro­
vide superior customer service. 
We hope this gives you a better idea of who we are and what we are all 
about. If we can be of help to you ,  please feel free to come visit us or 
give us a call . We are truly AT YOUR SERVICE . ■ 
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Sales Reps Discuss 
Products, Strategies 
The Central Region held its second 
quarterly meeting of the year 
August 1 and 2 in Longboat Key, 
Florida. At the two-day meeting, 
attendees shared information and 
techniques for dealing with the 
growing presence of competitors 
such as Humana, Cigna, and 
AvMed. 
Activities included an awards 
presentation followed by several 
workshops and presentations . 
Topics addressed included strat­
egies for successful sales and re­
newal efforts, the examination of 
videotapes of competitor sales pre­
sentations, and tips for effectively 
marketing the Preferred Patient 
Care product . Also, a guest presen­
tation from Dale Carnegie was 
given on the importance of main­
taining a positive attitude. Before 
attending to the business at hand, 
the sales representatives partici­
pated in a "mini olympics" on the 
beach . ■ 
Michael Pipito, director for PPO Western 
Region, presents an update on the Pref erred 
Patient Care product to meeting attendees. 
0 
Plan Reduces Rates For Complementary Coverage 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida reduced rates for its 
Medicare supplemental policies 
effective September 1 ,  1985.  The 
new rates resulted in a statewide 
average reduction of ten percent . 
' '  We are pleased that the trend 
of annual rate increases has been 
halted, ' '  said Mike Guyot, director 
of Direct Sales .  The company will 
be mailing a detailed information 
kit to each Complementary Cov­
erage policyholder in mid-August . 
The percentage of a policyholder' s 
rate reduction will be based on the 
area of the state in which he or she 
lives . Depending on location, the 
savings will range from four to 
seventeen percent, resulting in an 
overall ten percent decrease . 
' 'Our ability to implement this 
change within 12 days of receiving 
approval from the State Insurance 
Department demonstrates a strong 
commitment, by all areas in­
volved, to improving our results in 
the market. Tom Stanley, senior 
house counsel, did an outstanding 
job in helping the State Insurance 
Department understand the need 
for and benefits of the changes we 
are making, ' '  said Guyot . 
When asked about the status of 
these rates in the future, Guyot 
emphasized that the corporation 
expects to maintain the reduced 
rates through the end of 1986 . 
' 'This means we will be able to 
off er senior citizens Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield quality at an even 




□ 17% reduction 
□ 4 % reduction 
Mike Guyot, director of Direct Sales, helps cul Complementary Coverage rates. 
Cobb Wins Award 
Vonnise Cobb, scheduler in Com­
puter Operations, was recognized 
for her suggestion that "JCL print­
outs be created on microfiche 
rather than on one-part paper. " 
The suggestion, which will E 
the corporation an estimG 
$ 10 , 500 annually, netted Cob 
check for $ 1000 through the � 
gestion Award Program.■ 
Pictured from left to right: Roger Holton, director of Information Operations; V(j 





hiers Find Payoff In Team Effort 
had the quality. We just 
:d someone to pull it all 
1er - and Debbie has done 
' said Shirley Glasscock, 
n leader in the Cashiers De­
tent. She was referring to her 
visor, Debbie Prentice. 
atice described the improved 
e in her area as the result of a 
ledgeable and dedicated staff 
mployees willing to pull 
1er to get the job done. The 
·tment ' s  objective is to 
ately process and deposit as 
money as possible each day. 
checks coming in from 
rous sources, including sub­
e rs ,  groups ,  hospitals ,  
:::ians and field offices, the 
tment deposits an average of 
illion dollars each day. 
newly renovated Cashiers 
)n the eleventh floor of the 
r building has served to boost 
e. Noisy machinery for pro­
_g checks has been isolated by 
l-proofed walls so workers 
vol ved in machine operation 
,nger have to yell to one 
er in an attempt to com­
�ate. 
e Paulk, accounting analyst A in 
irs, designed the t-sh i rts and 
l'/,ated production. 
Because the staff feels so good 
about the improvements they have 
made, both in terms of morale and 
performance, they had special 
t-shirts made for themselves and 
family members to wear to their 
Accounting division picnic ( the 
staff has also worn the shirts to 
work) . The idea for the t-shirts was 
suggested by Lenette Paulk , 
accounting analyst, who also 
coordinated their creation and 
purchase. The shirts are green 
(because the staff handles money) 
with " CASHIE RS, " a dollar 
emblem and "$ BUSTERS $ "  on 
the front and the slogan "quality 
work by quality people' ' on the 
back. They were definitely a hit at 
the picnic. 
When asked what motivated her 
to suggest the t-shirts, Paulk said 
she felt good about the improve­
ments she has seen in the depart­
ment during the two years she 's  
been there. " I  feel we have more 
professionalism than we had 
before, " she said. "And most of 
the credit goes to Debbie. ' '  
When asked about goals of the 
department, Prentice stressed a 
desire to communicate the depart­
ment's purpose and ability to pro­
vide improved service to both 
internal and external contacts. She 
also expressed a desire to improve 
communications with the numer­
ous areas Cashiers interacts with 
by providing tours of the area and 
presentations at two-way com­
munication meetings. This way 
other areas may better understand 
the department' s  functions and 
roles. 
"We want to provide superior 
service to customers, and one of 
the best ways we can do this is to 
provide superior service to internal 
areas of the corporation, ' '  said 
Prentice. ■ 
Pictured from left to right: Front row - Linda Parrish, accounting analyst A; Anita 
Harris, accounting analyst A; Kathy Reinhardt, accounting analyst A; Gwen Garoin, 
control clerk; and Jeanette Ivester, accounting coordinator. Middle row - Veronica 
McGriff, direct income processor; and Fundra Antlwny, direct income processor. Back row 
- Debbie Schlemlein, accoun ting analyst A; Alfreda Johnson, accounting analyst A; 
Debbie Prentice, supervisor; Valerie Hill, direct income processor; Lenette Paulk, 
accounting analyst A; Sue Ashley, accounting analyst A; Bunny Halijko, direct income 
processor; Margie Clayton, accoun ting analyst A; and Shirley Glasscock, section leader 
(credits). Not pictured: Cassandra Gill, accoun ting clerk B; Sylvia Baggett, direct income 
processor; Laverne K irtsey, accoun ting analyst A; Trish Jones, accounting analyst A; and 





Diane Joffre, Medical Underwriting, talks with Antonio Favino, senior V'ice president for 
Operations, at an all-employee kickoff meeting for the Partners in Quality Change effort. 
Michael Carr, University of Miami Entry for Local Group Inquiries, talks with Antonio 
Fa.vino, senior vice president of Operations, at an all-employee kickoff meeting. 
On August 7 through 9, the 
Partners in Quality Change (PIQC) 
effort officially kicked off with 
five employee meetings in Private 
Business Operations (PBO) . 
Approximately 850 employees 
attended. Partners in Quality 
Change is an effort to bring em­
ployees together to manage and 
control change. Employees give 
ideas, make recommendations, 
and assist in implementing steps to 
make improvements. 
Antonio Favino, senior vice 
president of PBO, and Larry 
Payne, vice president of Private 
Business Claims, led the kick off 
sessions. 
' 'Our service is better today than 
it was a year ago and even four 
months ago," said Payne. " We are" 
justifiably proud of that as a com­
pany, but we cannot rest on what 
we have done thus far. We must 
continue to improve service to our 
customers.'' 
Fa vino added, ' 'This program 
(PIQC) will accomplish nothing by 
itself. Its success will depend upon 
the people involved (all of PBO) . '' 
After the presentations by 
Favino and Payne, employees had 
the opportunity to ask questions. 
Interest was high as 125 employees 
asked questions. 
To receive additional input, 244 
employees were surveyed on 
August 12 through 14 . Other small 
group and individual interviews 
are being conducted as well. The 
survey information will be tabu­
lated and will be available for 
employees in October. The infor­
mation will be used to implement 
improvements. 
To make sure that the needs of 
employees are represented, a 
Partners in Quality Change Work 
Group has been formed. To con­
tribute suggestions or to ask 
questions, employees may contact 
someone on the work group. Mem­
bers of the work group are: Martha 
Aderhold, Customer Service; Carl 
Corsuti, Private Business Claims; 
(Continued on Page 12) 
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HOSPITAL REIMBURSEMENT: Time for a Second Opinion 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida is changing the way it pays 
for hospital services. According to 
Dave Kibbe, manager of U tiliza­
tion Reimbursement, this change 
of attitude is an example of the 
corporation's  active commitment 
to providing superior customer 
service. 
"We're working to be the best 
shoppers on behalf of our cus­
tomers, " said Kibbe . " If we' re 
not, they' ll eventually choose the 
better buyer. ' '  
The Hospital Reimbursement 
Task Force, made up of individuals 
from various areas of the corpo­
ration, has been meeting to brain­
storm ways the Plan can become a 
8 Dave Kibbe, m anager of Utilization Reimbursement, exam ines the Plan 's hospital reimbursement policy. 
BLUE SHIELD 
.,, 
more prudent purchaser of serv­
ices. That the group renamed itself 
the Purchasing of Hospital Serv­
ices Task Force reflects the change 
in corporate attitude. According to 
Kibbe, the corporation no longer 
reimburses hospitals; it purchases 
products (in the form of health 
care services) on behalf of its cus­
tomers. 
Also, the purchase of hospital 
services represents the largest 
component of cost for the corpo­
ration. Specifically, 55 cents of 
every dollar paid in claims is for 
hospital costs. This combined with 
the reality of increasing price com­
petition in the Plan 's  largest 
market segment, the over-65 
market , makes it vital that the 
corporation become an effective 
purchaser of high-quality hospital 
services at the lowest possible 
prices. In Florida, 51 percent of 
patient days in hospitals are 
Medicare-related. 
Besides reviewing the issue of 
cost for services, the Purchasing of 
Hospital Services Task Force is 
a d d r e s s i n g  t h e  n e e d  f o r  
"managed" care through utiliza­
tion management. Kibbe stressed ,  
however, that effective relation­
ships with providers of care are 
essential to becoming a prudent 
buyer of services. If a hospital 
associates the corporation with in­
effective claims processing, it will 
not be receptive to the corpora­
tion' s  attempts to negotiate a cost­
effective purchasing plan. 
Richard C. Dever, M.D. ,  vice 
president of Medical Affairs, said 
that the Plan's  changing stance on 
the issue of hospital reimburse­
ment is just one way the corpo-
Purchasing Of Hospital Services 
Task Force Members 
• William E .  Flaherty, Plan president 
• Michael Cascone, Jr. , executive vice president 
• Antonio J. Favino, senior vice president of Operations 
• James P. Galasso, senior vice president of Finance 
• Michael A. Jenkin, M.D . ,  vice president of Health Industry 
Systems 
• William H. Dodd, senior vice president, Administration 
• Alton S. Fisher, vice president of Cost Containment 
• David S.  Kibbe, director of Institutional Reimbursement 
• James C. Hulsey, vice president of PPO 
• Marion E .  Tischler, program manager for HMO Government 
Programs 
• George E .  Cassady, vice president of Human Resources 
• Charles R .  Richards, vice president of Finance 
ration is innovating to position 
itself ' ' to pass along as much sav­
ings as possible to subscribers. ' '  
Added Dever, "The corporation is 
no longer just trading money for 
services - we are cautiously and 
thoughtfully spending premium 
dollars. ' '  
When asked if negotiating prices 
of hospital services would affect 
quality, Dever assured that this is 
not the case. Ongoing commitment 
to provide high-quality care to 
Floridians is the corporation's and 
the hospital industry's  primary 
concern. Dever stressed that 
reassessment of how hospitals are 
paid for services is just one 
strategy for making high-quality 
care accessible - through afford­
able premiums - to more Florid­
ians. Dever noted that changes in 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida cardiac and liver trans­
plant coverages exemplify a strong 
commitment to offering Floridians 
the opportunity for a better 
quality of life . 
According to Michael A. Jenkin, 
M.D. ,  vice president of Health 
Industry Systems, the corporation 
is also changing its perspective in 
terms of how it approaches the 
issue of contracting with hospitals. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida is shedding the notion that 
it must have a contract with e· 
hospital . In fact the corporatic 
freeing itself to negotiate for 
best contractual relationships 
its customers by operating m 
the presumption that it will 
need to contract with all i1 
tutions. 
' 'The fundamental shift in 
area of cost reimbursement, ' '  
Jenkin , " centers o n  stee 
h9spitals to share the cost ris 
the business of health care 
livery . " In essence, the corp 
tion will accept a contract 
guarantees predetermined pr 
for various services. In turn 
Plan will encourage customer 
use these facilities, because 
tomers will receive a guaran1 
higher percentage of claims do 
by using contracting facilities. 
According to Kibbe,  the eff 
of the corporation 's  move 
become a wise purchaser of 
pital services will cut acros� 
lines of business .. The corpora 
must decide what its role is to 
The bottom line is to enable 
Plan to compete effectively f, 
greater share of the market 
reducing the cost of Blue Cross 
Blue Shield of Florida coverag 
' 'We have to be willing to 1 
on a tougher relationship with 
viders, ' '  said Kibbe.■ 
[OSPITAL REIMBURSEMiENT: Time for a Second Opinion 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida is changing the way it pays 
for hospital services. According to 
Dave Kibbe, manager of Utiliza­
tion Reimbursement, this change 
of attitude is an example of the 
corporation's  active commitment 
to providing superior customer 
service . 
"We're working to be the best 
shoppers on behalf of our cus­
tomers, ' '  said Kibbe. ' ' If we' re 
not, they' ll eventually choose the 
better buyer. ' '  
The Hospital Reimbursement 
Task Force, made up of individuals 
from various areas of the corpo­
ration, has been meeting to brain­
storm ways the Plan can become a 
BLUE SHIELD 
Dave Kibbe, manager of Utiliza tion Reimbursement, exam ines the Plan 's hospita l reimbu rsement policy. 
more prudent purchaser of serv­
ices. That the group renamed itself 
the Purchasing of Hospital Serv­
ices Task Force reflects the change 
in corporate attitude. According to 
Kibbe, the corporation no longer 
reimburses hospitals; it purchases 
products (in the form of health 
care services) on behalf of its cus­
tomers. 
Also, the purchase of hospital 
services represents the largest 
component of cost for the corpo­
ration. Specifically, 55 cents of 
every dollar paid in claims is for 
hospital costs. This combined with 
the reality of increasing price com­
petition in the Plan ' s  largest 
market segment, the over-65 
market, makes it vital that the 
corporation become an effective 
purchaser of high-quality hospital 
services at the lowest possible 
prices. In Florida, 5 1  percent of 
patient days in hospitals are 
Medicare-related. 
Besides reviewing the issue of 
cost for services, the Purchasing of 
Hospital Services Task Force is 
a d d res s i n g  t h e  n e e d  for  
"managed" care through utiliza­
tion management. Kibbe stressed, 
however, that effective relation­
ships with providers of care are 
essential to becoming a prudent 
buyer of services. If a hospital 
associates the corporation with in­
effective claims processing, it will 
not be receptive to the corpora­
tion's attempts to negotiate a cost­
effective purchasing plan. 
Richard C. Dever, M.D . ,  vice 
president of Medical Affairs, said 
that the Plan's  changing stance on 
the issue of hospital reimburse­
ment is just one way the corpo-
Purchasing Of Hospital Services 
Task Force Members 
• William E .  Flaherty, Plan president 
• Michael Cascone, Jr. , executive vice president 
• Antonio J. Favino, senior vice president of Operations 
• James P .  Galasso, senior vice president of Finance 
• Michael A. Jenkin, M.D . ,  vice president of Health Industry 
Systems 
• William H. Dodd, senior vice president, Administration 
• Alton S. Fisher, vice president of Cost Containment 
• David S. Kibbe, director of Institutional Reimbursement 
• James C. Hulsey, vice president of PPO 
• Marion E .  Tischler, program manager for HMO Government 
Programs 
• George E .  Cassady, vice president of Human Resources 
• Charles R .  Richards, vice president of Finance 
ration is innovating to position 
itself "to pass along as much sav­
ings as possible to subscribers. ' '  
Added Dever, ' 'The corporation is 
no longer just trading money for 
services - we are cautiously and 
thoughtfully spending premium 
dollars. ' '  
When asked if negotiating prices 
of hospital services would affect 
quality, Dever assured that this is 
not the case. Ongoing commitment 
to provide high-quality care to 
Floridians is the corporation's  and 
the hospital industry's  primary 
concern . Dever stressed that 
reassessment of how hospitals are 
paid for services is just one 
strategy for making high-quality 
care accessible - through afford­
able premiums - to more Florid­
ians . Dever noted that changes in 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida cardiac and liver trans­
plant coverages exemplify a strong 
commitment to offering Floridians 
the opportunity for a better 
quality of life . 
According to Michael A. Jenkin, 
M.D. ,  vice president of Health 
Industry Systems, the corporation 
is also changing its perspective in 
terms of how it approaches the 
issue of contracting with hospitals. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida is shedding the notion that 
it must have a contract with every 
hospital. In fact the corporation is 
freeing itself to negotiate for the 
best contractual relationships for 
its customers by operating under 
the presumption that it will not 
need to contract with all insti­
tutions. 
' 'The fundamental shift in the 
area of cost reimbursement, ' '  said 
Jen kin ,  ' '  centers on steering 
hospitals to share the cost risk of 
tl\e business of health care de­
livery . " In essence, the corpora­
tion will accept a contract that 
guarantees predetermined prices 
for various services. In turn the 
Plan will encourage customers to 
use these facilities, because cus­
tomers will receive a guaranteed 
higher percentage of claims dollars 
by using contracting facilities. 
According to Kibbe, the effects 
of the corporation ' s  move to 
become a wise purchaser of hos­
pital services will cut across all 
lines of business. The corporation 
must decide what its role is to be. 
The bottom line is to enable the 
Plan to compete effectively for a 
greater share of the market by 
reducing the cost of Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida coverages. 
" We have to be willing to take 
on a tougher relationship with pro­
viders, " said Kibbe.■ 
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Cashiers Find Payoff In Team Effort 
"We had the quality .  We j ust 
needed someone to pull it all 
together - and Debbie has done 
that, ' '  said Shirley Glasscock, 
section leader in the Cashiers De­
partment . She was referring to her 
supervisor, Debbie Prentice. 
Prentice described the improved 
morale in her area as the result of a 
knowledgeable and dedicated staff 
of employees willing to pull 
together to get the job done. The 
department ' s  objective is to 
accurately process and deposit as 
much money as possible each day. 
With checks corning in from 
numerous sources, including sub­
s c r i b e  rs , gro u p s ,  h o s p i t a l s ,  
physicians and field offices, the 
department deposits an average of 
2 . 5  million dollars each day . 
The newly renovated Cashiers 
area on the eleventh floor of the 
Tower building has served to boost 
morale . Noisy machinery for pro­
cessing checks has been isolated by 
sound-proofed walls so workers 
not involved in machine operation 
no longer have to yell to one 
another in an attempt to com­
municate. 
Lenette Paulk, accounting analyst A in 
Cashiers, designed the t-shirts and 
coordinated production. 
1 0  
Because the staff feels so  good 
about the improvements they have 
made, both in terms of morale and 
performance, they had special 
t-shirts made for themselves and 
family members to wear to their 
Accounting division picnic (the 
staff has also worn the shirts to 
work) . The idea for the t-shirts was 
suggested by Lenette Paulk , 
accounting analyst , who also 
coordinated their creation and 
purchase . The shirts are green 
(because the staff handles money) 
with ' ' CASHIERS , ' '  a dollar 
emblem and ' '  $ BUSTERS $ ' '  on 
the front and the slogan "quality 
work by quality people ' '  on the 
back. They were definitely a hit at 
the picnic . 
When asked what motivated her 
to suggest the t-shirts , Paulk said 
she felt good about the improve­
ments she has seen in the depart­
ment during the two years she ' s  
been there. ' ' I feel we  have more 
prof essionalisrn than we had 
before, " she said . "And most of 
the credit goes to Debbie . ' '  
When asked about goals of the 
department , Prentice stressed a 
desire to communicate the depart­
rnent' s purpose and ability to pro­
vide improved service to both 
internal and external contacts. She 
also expressed a desire to improve 
communications with the numer­
ous areas Cashiers interacts with 
by providing tours of the area and 
presentations at two-way com­
munication meetings. This way 
other areas may better understand 
the department' s  functions and 
roles. 
"We want to provide superior 
service to customers, and one of 
the best ways we can do this is to 
provide superior service to internal 
areas of the corporation, ' '  said 
Prentice . ■ 
Pictured from left to right: Front row - Linda Parrish, accounting analyst A; Anita 
Harris, accounting analyst A; Kathy Reinhardt, accounting analyst A; Gwen Garoin, 
control clerk; and Jeanette Ivester, accounting coordinator. Middle row - Veronica 
McGriff, direct income proce::;sor; and Fundra Anthony, direct income processor. Back row 
- Debbie Schlemlein, accounting analyst A; Alfreda Johnson, accounting analyst A;  
Debbie Prentice, supervisor; Valerie Hill, direct income processor; Lenette Paulk, 
accounting analyst A; Sue Ashley, accounting analyst A; Bunny Halijko, direct income 
processor; Margie Clayton, accounting analyst A; and Shirley Glasscock, section leader 
(credits). Not pictured: Cassandra Gill, accounting clerk B; Sylvia Baggett, direct income 
processor; Laverne Kirtsey, accounting analyst A; Trish Jones, accounting analyst A; and 





Diane Joffre, Medical Underwriting, talks with Antonio Favino, senior vice presidentjor 
Operations, at an all-employee kickoff meeting for the Partners in Quality Change effort. 
Michael Carr, University of Miami Entry for Local Group Inquiries, talks with Antonio 
Favino, senior vice president of Operations, at an all-employee kickoff meeting. 
On August 7 through � 
Partners in Quality Change 
effort officially kicked ofj 
five employee meetings in I 
B u s i n e s s  O p e ra t i o n s  C :  
Approximately 850 ernp 
attended . Partners in � 
Change is an effort to brir 
ployees together to rnanag 
control change. Employee: 
ideas, make recommend, 
and assist in implementing s1 
make improvements. 
Antonio Favino, senior 
president of PBO, and 
Payne, vice president of I 
Business Claims, led the k: 
sessions. 
' 'Our service is better toda 
it was a year ago and eve: 
months ago , " said Payne . " �  
justifiably proud of that as  : 
pany, but we cannot rest or 
we have done thus far. WE 
continue to improve service 
customers. ' '  
F a  vino added, ' 'This pr 
(PIQC) will accomplish noth 
itself. Its success will depenc 
the people involved (all of F 
After the presentatior 
Favino and Payne, ernploye 
the opportunity to ask que: 
Interest was high as 125 ernp 
asked questions . 
To receive additional inpu 
employees were surveyE 
August 12 through 14. Othe1 
group and individual inte1 
are being conducted as we] 
survey information will be 
lated and will be availab 
employees in October. The 
mation will be used to irnpl 
improvements. 
To make sure that the ne 
employees are represent 
Partners in Quality Change 
Group has been formed . Ti 
tribute suggestions or tc 
questions, employees may c 
someone on the work group. 
bers of the work group are: 1\ 
Aderhold, Customer ServicE 
Corsuti, Private Business C 
(Continued on Page 12) 
lployee Relations 
l Riley, Employee Relations 
R -is for EVERY PERSON in the 
company. One of the primary 
functions of Employee Relations 
(E .R . )  is to serve the needs of 
E ALL employees and managers 
throughout the company . 
. is for the MANY SERVICES 
provided by E . R . including 
counseling, policy /procedure 
clarification, problem solving, 
Equal Employment issues, Em­
ployees' Club activities and the 
Corporate Assessment (Testing) 
program. 
is for the PRIDE taken by the 
department in resolving issues 
fully in a highly competent, fair 
and impartial manner. 
is for LISTENING to those who 
come seeking our assistance. 
Listening is a vital element in 
gaining insight and understand-
ing of the issue at hand. 
is for the OBJECTIVITY we 
strive to maintain, uninfluenced 
by emotion or personal preju­
dice . We just want the facts and 
the whole story . 
is for the YEARNING we have to 
be of genuine service to our 
clients for the betterment of the 
employee (s) and the company. 
We do our best to create win/win 
situations for all concerned. 
is for the ENTHUSIASM we 
have for our work , knowing 
what a challenge it is to promote 
goodwill and high morale among 
our 3 ,300 employees. 
is for EMPATHY as E . R. makes 
every effort to work with all of 
our clients showing a genuine 









is for the RAPPORT and mutual 
trust we strive to develop and 
maintain with our clients. 
is for ELSEY (Larry), the man­
ager of the department and the 
E . R. staff consisting of Smitty 
Coffey, Pat Fitzpatrick , Gloria 
Gardner, Bill Riley and Sophonia 
White. 
is for the LARGE VOLUME of 
consultations and issues handled 
by E . R .  This year we have 
averaged over 160 consultations 
per month . 
is for the ABOVE BOARD way 
we deal with issues - candidly, 
honestly, frankly and sincerely. 
We also respect confidentiality 
in dealing with sensitive issues. 
is for the TEMPERATE manner 
in which we work with our 
clients - a calm, cool and 
moderate approach. 
is for the IMPORTANCE we 
place on effective communi­
cation with our clients. A strong 
E . R. function means having an 
excellent two-way communi­
cation program. 
is for the OSTRICH,  which 
reminds us we must not bury 
our heads in the sand . We must 
seek out the facts in a pro­
fessional and objective manner. 
is for the NICE clients we serve. 
We believe employees want to 
do their best for their employer. 
In E .R . , we strive to help em­
ployees and managers resolve 
issues so that everyone can per­
form to the best of his ability. 
is for SATISFACTION . Our goal 
is to have an effective E . R. 
program which enables the com­
pany to have a harmonious and 
happy work force eager to pro­
vide superior customer service. 
We hope this gives you a better idea of who we are and what we are all 
bout. If we can be of help to you ,  please feel free to come visit us or 
ive us a call. We are truly AT YOUR SERVICE . ■ 
Sales Reps Discuss 
Products, Strategies 
The Central Region held its second 
quarterly meeting of the year 
August 1 and 2 in Longboat Key ,  
Florida. At  the two-day meeting, 
attendees shared information and 
techniques for dealing with the 
growing presence of competitors 
such as Humana, Cigna, and 
AvMed. 
Activities included an awards 
presentation followed by several 
workshops and presentations .  
Topics addressed included strat­
egies for successful sales and re­
newal efforts, the examination of 
videotapes of competitor sales pre­
sentations, and tips for effectively 
marketing the Pref erred Patient 
Care product . Also, a guest presen­
tation from Dale Carnegie was 
given on the importance of main­
taining a positive attitude . Before 
attending to the business at hand, 
the sales representatives partici­
pated in a " mini olympics" on the 
beach . ■ 
Michael Pipito, director for PPO Western 
Region, presents an ·updale on lhe Pref erred 
Patient Care product to meeting attendees. 
A 
.. 
Plan Reduces Rates For Complementary Coverage 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida reduced rates for its 
Medicare supplemental policies 
effective September 1, 1985 . The 
new rates resulted in a statewide 
average reduction of ten percent. 
" We are pleased that the trend 
of annual rate increases has been 
halted, ' '  said Mike Guyot, director 
of Direct Sales . The company will 
be mailing a detailed information 
kit to each Complementary Cov­
erage policyholder in mid-August . 
The percentage of a policyholder' s  
rate reduction will be  based on the 
area of the state in which he or she 
lives. Depending on location, the 
savings will range from four to 
seventeen percent, resulting in an 
overall ten percent decrease. 
' 'Our ability to implement this 
change within 12 days of receiving 
approval from the State Insurance 
Department demonstrates a strong 
commitment, by all areas in­
volved, to improving our results in 
the market. Tom Stanley, senior 
house counsel ,  did an outstanding 
job in helping the State Insurance 
Department understand the need 
for and benefits of the changes we 
are making, ' '  said Guyot . 
When asked about the status of 
these rates in the future, Guyot 
emphasized that the corporation 
expects to maintain the reduced 
rates through the end of 1986. 
"This means we will be able to 
off er senior citizens Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield quality at an even 




□ 17% reduction 
□ 4 % reduction 
Mike Guyot, director of Direct Sales, helps cut Complementary Coverage rates. 
Cobb Wins Award 
Vonnise Cobb, scheduler in Com­
puter Operations, was recognized 
for her suggestion that "JCL print­
outs be created on microfiche 
rather than on one-part paper. ' '  
The suggestion, which wil l  save 
the corporation an estimated 
$ 10, 500 annually, netted Cobb a 
check for $ 1000 through the Sug­
gestion Award Program.■ 
Pictured from left lo right: Roger Holton, director of Info rmation Operations; Vonnise 
Cobb, scheduler in Computer Operations; and Wendell Jinright, manager of Computer 
Operations. 
1 1  
Bibliomania 
Greetings Gate, Let's Negotiate 
by Bill Condon, Manager, Corporate Library and Information Center 
I 've run across some gripping book 
titles in my time folks, but one that 
remains  indel ibly inscribed 
(seared, even) on the tablets of my 
memory is a 1980 thriller-diller by 
Tessa Albert Warschaw called 
" Winning by Negotiation: How to 
Get What You Want From Your 
Spouse, Lover, Parents, Children, 
Friends, Employer, Lawyer, 
Doctor, Agent, as Well as Head 
Waiters, Salespersons, Landlords 
- And Make Them Love You in the 
Process. ' '  
I don't  have an  agent, and I 've 
never been seized by the desire to 
make a head waiter fall in love 
with me, but just the thought of 
getting everything I want from my 
children, spouse, lawyers, doctors, 
and employer ( or anybody else I 
might bump into), without the 
slightest hint of hard feelings, 
makes me as giddy as a schoolgirl. 
Ms. Warschaw's book of game 
12  
plans for winning by negotiation 
and making everybody love you in 
the process rolled off the presses at 
McGraw-Hill in October of 1980, 
and I was so impressed by the 
lyrical, full-page ad that ran in 
Publishers Weekly to herald the 
event that I slipped it between the 
pages of a first edition of The 
Stress Interview, by Fear, for 
future reference and inspiration. 
The ad features a marvelous 
photo of Tessa, looking as though 
she'd just moon-danced her way in 
from a thirty-six hour Dance-a­
thon in the Big Apple - a trifle the 
worse for wear, but still euphoric, 
and smart as a whip. 
Why not? Tessa, according to the 
fulsome ad, is ' '  a nationally known 
therapist ' '  who has, to judge from 
the title of her magnum opus, 
finally solved the human equation . 
McGraw-Hill, understandably 
proud, stated unequivocably that 
Ms. Warschaw's treatise ' 'makes 
winning a way of life, from bed­
room to boardroom. ' '  
',)Mapping out her ' no-lose, 
tr�de.;off' strategy step by step, ' '  
the �d\ . continues, "Tessa Albert 
Warschaw offers the first practical 
and proven techniques for win­
ning without anger, without in­
timidating, and without losing the 
affection and respect of others. ' '  
One gets the impression that 
what McGraw-Hill had on its 
trembling hands that crisp October 
in 1980 was perhaps the single 
most electrifying book since 
Machiavelli ' s  "The Prince " or the 
prognostications of Nostradamus. 
Well, we didn 't buy the thing in 
1980 because we weren 't around 
to even consider the act, but I note 
with interest that it ' s  still in print 
(a paperback edition came out in 
'83 for $3.50) - I 'm going to spring 
for it . 
Any book with a title like that 
which has lasted three to five 
years in today' s  burgeoning how­
to-get-ahead market can 't be all 
bad. Book report to follow in 
future column. ■ 
Private Business Kick-Off 
(Continued from Page 7) 
Gloria Duffy, Comprehensive 
Claims; Patsy Gammons, Member­
ship and Billing; Janice Harrelson, 
Training and Development; Jan­
Jan Lam, Quality Control Analysis; 
Linda Macina, Publix Account; 
Shelley Navarette, Federal Cus­
tomer Service; Juanita Simmons, 
Training and Development; and 
Cheryle Taylor, Industrial Engi­
neering Services. Initially, PBO 
employees on this work group will 
be contributing 25 percent of their 
time to the effort . 
According to Payne, the buttons 
and posters circulating in the or­
ganization serve as reminders of 
the primary emphasis of the PIQC 
effort: "The best in quality service 
to our customers through the best 
in our employees. ' '■ 
Join the employers around the state who trust their 
employees' health care to HEALTH OPTIONS. 
HEALTH OPTIONS is the only HMO backed by the 
strength of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, working 
together for your health around the state. And around the 
nation. Your quality, affordable HMO answer. 
What's more, HEALTH OPTIONS has the benefits your 
employees are looking for. No deductibles. No co-insurance. 
And no claim forms. 
To become part of it call (904) 731-7967. Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield, HEALTH OPTIONS and you. 
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erred Patient Care 
rnrk Growing 
Cross and Blue Shield of 
la pref erred provider organi-
1s (PPOs) have been springing 
ross the state . A total of nine 
, spanning thirteen Florida 
jes, are currently opera­
!. In addition, development of 
networks in ten additional 
;ies is under way . 
lley Mendheim, director of 
Administration and Support,  
hat , althougµ network devel­
nt is not 1}\'�yanced to the that was hop·ed, the Plan has 
successful in getting PPOs up 
unning. ' 'Only one of the net­
, planned for 1985 was not up 
ptember 1 ,  ' '  said Mendheim. 
added that, on the whole , 
rred Patient Care contract 
are good once the network is 
lished . Mendheim stressed 
ales are expected to improve. 
Nork managers and directors 
'orking closely with market­
) increase penetration, ' '  he 
Mendheim also expressed 
.siasm regarding the recent 
,ibility of the PPO product 
rect pay customers. 
1dheim attributes the PPO 
; patience and willingness to 
t with development of the 
)roduct to the caliber of the 
iyees . He said, ' 'We' re lucky 
LVe a highly talented and 
:1.ted group of individuals 
tre very excited about what 
·ea is doing. ' '  ■ 
. f Cii ! 
NORTH : 
Alachua 
Clay - operational 
Duval - operational 
E scambia - operational 
Leon 
St. Johns - operational 
Marion 
CE NTRAL : 
Brevard 
Orange - operational 
Osceola - operational 
Seminole - operational 
Volusia - operational 
Lake 
WE ST: 
Hillsborough - operational 
Lee 
Pasco 




Broward - operational 
Dade - operational 
Palm Beach - operational 
Indian River 
Martin 
yellow - operational 
green - proposed for 1985 
. , 
People&Events 
McVay Raises Most 
in Love Run 
Ann Mc Vay, assistant reimbursement 
specialist for Provider Audit & Re­
imbursement. 
Ann McVay, assistant reimburse­
ment specialist in Provider Audit 
and Reimbursement , received top 
honors for her participation in the 
Love Run for Muscular Dystrophy 
which was sponsored· by the Em­
ployees' Club . McVay raised the 
most money through sponsors who 
pledged a given sum of money per 
mile. McVay was sponsored for 
every mile she ran in the month of 
April. She has been with the cor­
poration for twelve years. ■ 
September 
19 Blue C ross and Blue Shield of 
Florida Annual Meeting 




2 ,  3 United Way Kickoff 
5 H .A .  Schroder Golf 
Tournament 
1985 Volleyball Season Under Way 
The 1985 Volleyball League is every Wednesday since August 14, 
made up of twenty-one teams from as they prepare for the tourna­
throughout the corporation. Teams ment on Saturday, October 26 .  
have been engaged in heated battle 
, ... -�-----------·------'-,,.. 
Charles Frame, Systems Development; Sandy Kovacs, Other Carrier Liability; John 
Sealy, Systems Development; and Chandler Burroughs, Corporate Planning. 
Bandits, Misfits Win 
Softball Tourney 
The 1985 Intramural Softball Tour­
nament was held on August 10 in 
Drew Park. 
In the Women's  Division, the 
Bandits placed first. The Maenads, 
who were in first place at the close 
of the season, led the final game 
with a score of 7-0 until the third 
inning. The Bandits then came 
from behind to win the tourna­
ment with a score of 8-7 in the 
final game . 
In the Men 's  Division, the Misfits 
placed first with the Blue Dots fol­
lowing closely in the second place 
slot . ■ 
Just Who is the Competition? 
(Continued from Page 3) 
Met" has established a new sub­
sidiary, MetLife HealthCare Man­
agement Corporation, to acquire 
and develop HMOs nationwide. 
MetElect , their PPO product , is 
already being marketed in Florida. 
Competition and competitors 
aren' t  as simple as they used to be. 
W inning against compet i t ion 
r e q u i res  s trateg ic  p l a n n i n g ,  
diversification, cost containment 
and other innovative measures. By 
keeping in touch with who the 
competition is and what compet­
itors are doing, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida will con­
tinue to be a leader in the industry. 
1 3  




Cl,a,ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
L ila Bajalia 
Retrieval Clerk in Private 
Business Records 
Jacqueline Barnhardt 
Cl,a,ims Examiner B in State 
Group Cl,a,irns Unit II 
Paul Baroco 
Medical Director HMO in ADS 
New Development - Pensacola 
Anthony Benevento 
Manager Special lnquiries in 
National Accounts and Critical 
Inquiries 
Jack Boutwell 
Claims Manager in ADS New 
Development - Pensacol,a, 
Deborah Bradley 
Cl,a,ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Cathy B ryan 
Secretary A in Corporate 
Budget 
Joseph B ryant 
Account Executive in Ft. 
Lauderdal.e District Office 
Pamela B urns 
Cl,a,ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Judy Caldwell 
Cl,a,ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
R oy Christian, Jr. 
Cl,a,ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Deborah Coates 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
David Coleman 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Anthony Cooper 
ADS Pl,a,nner in ADS 
Development 
L uana Croll 
Cf,aim, Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Lillian Crooms 
Cl,a,ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,im, Examining 
Linda Davis 
Cl,a,ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Mitchell Devereaux 
Clerk B in Medicare B Mail 
Operations 
Shirley E dwards 
Customer Service Rep B in 
Direct Sa!,es - Over 6.5 
Velma F eacher 
Cl,a,ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Valencia GaUman 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
John Gaspelin 
Auditor III in Jacksonvill.e 
Audit Branch 
Marcia Grange 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
E velyn Grant 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,i ms Examining 
Tonja Green 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Carol Guthrie 
Secretary A in Medical Policy 
Section 
Mary H ain 
Program Analyst in Systems 
Support 
Janice Hamilton 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Bernadette Hamm 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Clairns Examin·ing 
R osemary Hammond 
HMO Registrar and Bookkeeper 
in ADS Chargeback HOJ 
Anita H enderson 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims Examining 
Leslie Hollowell 
Customer Service Rep B in 
Gainesvill.e District Office 
Margaret Ingram 
Team Secretary Legal in Legal 
Adrn inistratiun Support 
Terry Jackson 
Cla ·ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cla irns Examining 
Yolonda Jenkins 
Clciims E.-r:aminer A in Med B 
Cla ims Examining 
Deborah Joins 
Clairns Examiner A in Med B 
Clairns Examining 
Shiela Jones 
Control Clerk A in Med B 
Secondary Payer 
D. E laine Kern 
Supervisor Special Cla ims 
Processing in Private Business 
Claims 
Lisa King 
Clciinis Examiner A in Med B 
Claim, Era.mining 
Annette Laprade 
Customer Service Rep B in 
ASO State Group 
CorrespondPnrP 
Lynn Long 
Cl,a,ims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims E-camining 
James Mandeville 
Arrnuntant Ill in Nntionnl 
Accounts Receivable 
Angela Mathews 
Cla ims Examiner A in Med B 
Cl,a,ims E.r:amining 
Donna McKee 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Craig Mears 
Medical Analyst RN in 
Medical Review 
S usan Monti 
Manager Utilization 
Management JJMO in ADS New 
Development - Tampa 
Gregory Neeld 
Clerk B in Medicare B Mail 
Operations 
Drucilla Newsom 
SPn inr Sales Representative 
in ADS Char:qeback HOJ 
Leanne Ngo 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Clainis Examining 
Jack N itowitz 
Clainis Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Eramininq 
Wilma Oglesby 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claim., E.ramining 
Felita Oliver 
Claims Ex:a.miner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Catherine O 'Neal 
Supervisor Special Claims 
Processing in Comprehensive 
Excun EntnJ I 
Bennie Osborne 
Cl,a,i m, Era.m iner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Sonya Patterson 
ADS Pl,a, n ner in ADS 
Dmwlopm.f"Yl.t 
Kim Peri 
Supervisor HRIC in Personnel 
Cathy Prince 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Eramining 
Michael Quindoza 
Medicare Secondary Payer 
A nalyst in Med B Seconda ry 
Pnyr>r 
Rex Richard 




Markets Manager in Special 
Industry Markets 
Lorna Saladino 
Accountant III in Cost 
Accu'tlnting 
Sharon Samel 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Debra Schell 
Planning Analyst Corp. 
Planning Performance in 
Corporate Planning 
Pauline Schell 
HMO Registrar and Bookkeeper 
in ADS Chargeback HOJ 
Adrienne Skipper 
Secretary B in ADS New 
Development 'in Tti-rn7Ja 
Lorine Slappey 
Cla ims E.raminer A in Med B 
Clainis b'xamining 
Elena Smalls 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Clm·m, E.mmining 
Brenda Sparks 
SPcretary A in National 
Accounts & Critical Inqu iries 
Terry Spicer 
Claims Emm iner A in Med B 
Clci ims Examining 
Bruce Stark 
Systems A na.lyst PAS in 
Utilization & Health Care 
A na.lysis - Info. Svcs. 
Lisa Steckley 
Clainis Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examin ing 
Michael Subasic 
Executive Director HMO in 
ADS - I/MO #6 
Laura Taylor 
Retrieval Clerk in Private 
Business Records 
Sherryl Taylor 
Research Clerk B in Central 
Cert�ficat'ion/Reciproc·ity 
Richard Tolosi 
Cla ims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Joanne Ware 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examining 
Cynthia Washington 
Claims E--caminer A in Med B 
Clainis Examining 
Carroll W hitcomb 
Manager Credit and Collection 
in Credit and Collection 
Victoria W iles 
Research Clerk B in Inter Plan 
Claims 
Alice Williams 
Clainis Examiner A in Med B 
Claim.s Examin ing 
Deborah Williams 
Senior Compensation A na.lyst 
in Organization and 
Compensation 
James Wilson 
Records Clerk A in Stockroom 
& Warehousing Personnel 
Jeff Wollitz 
Media Rep in Corporate 
Communicat'ions - Media 
Relations 
Princess Wyman 
Cla.inis Examiner A in Med B 
Claims Examin ing 
Stephanie Wynn 
Claims Examiner A in Med B 





MPdirare B Clai'nis Examining 
Theresa B urr 
Medicare B Clci ims Examining 
Robert Cooper 
Medicare B Communicati01is 
Un it JV 
Judith Dacey 
National Accounts Receivcible 
Deanna Fields 
Medicare B Services 
Dennis Fuller 
Reimbu rsement Unit 
Gwendolyn Goggins 
ComprPhensive Cl,a, ims Unit II 
': ■ 
health programs. NME recently 
purchased an insurance company, 
Assured Investors Life Company 
of San Francisco, to allow it to 
market its health insurance prod­
ucts in the West. NME also owns 
AvMed, a company that offers 
HMO/PPO products in Florida. 
AvMed is an abbreviation con­
cocted by Dr. Herbert Davis, the 
president of A vMed. He began his 
career by giving aviation medical 
examinations to prospective pilots. 
AMI i s  American Medical e International. AMI 
also recently purchased an insur­
ance company, Fidelity Interstate 
Life Insurance Company of Cali­
fornia and has begun marketing its 
new PPO product AMICARE in the 
Miami area. The pref erred pro­
viders will consist of AMI hos­
pitals, AMI single-day surgery 
centers, and physicians allowed to 
admit patients into AMI facilities . 
AMICARE was also introduced in 
Tampa in July. 
f;t;e�li was created by the 1982 merger of INA and Con­
necticut General. This company is 
the country ' s  largest investor­
owned organization in the field of 
prepaid health plans .  CIGNA 
operates HMOs in Tampa and Ft .  
Lauderdale and a PPO in Dade and 
Broward counties in South Florida. 
In addition, the company is cur­
rently test marketing a ' ' triple 
option" product called Flex Care 
that allows employees a choice of 
three different methods of obtain­
ing health care coverage under one 
easily administered, fully under­




ical Center, Inc. IMC is 
based in Miami and is one of the 
oldest HMOs in the state, having 
been established in 1976 . IMC is 
also Florida' s  largest HMO, with 
over 130 ,000 members. About 75 
percent of IMC 's  enrollment is 
Medicare patients. 
Familiar Competitors 
And what about the old nemeses 
" Gulf, " "Pru, " and "the Met"? 
Gulf Life has started a PPO called 
Florida Health Network (FHN) 
whose pref erred providers are 
concentrated in Duval and Clay 
counties. Prudential has a 
known HMO subsidiary (] 
CARE) which is active in Flo 
"Pru" is also experimenting 
PPOs in Massachusetts, Tenne 
Nebraska, and New Jersey. ' 
(Continued on Page 13) 
Terms You Should Know 
HMO . Health maintenance organizations (HMOs) reflect a 
increasingly common type of health care delivery. Blue Cro: 
and Blue Shield of Florida's  subsidiary Health Options cornpaniE 
fall into this category . 
HMOs provide comprehensive health care to their membe; 
who enroll and pay a fixed, prepaid fee . HMOs generally stre: 
preventive care, the use of outpatient treatment, and a variet 
of other cost containment methods to hold down medical servic 
costs. 
PPO . Preferred provider organizations (PPOs) , including ot 
Pref erred Patient Care, generally consist of a limited group c 
health care providers. PPOs contract with physicians, hospita 
and other providers to deliver health care services to customei 
at reduced fees. When the insured obtains medical services f roi 
a preferred provider, the reimbursement amount for thm 
services is generally higher than if he or she went to a n01 
pref erred provider. 
TPA. Third-party administrators (TPAs) are involved i 
marketing, issuing contracts, paying claims, and handlir 
ongoing administration of group insurance benefits. The TP 
concept differs from the conventional concept of group insu 
ance which assumes two parties to an insurance contract - tll 
employer which provides benefits for its employees and tll 
insurance company whose rules include underwriting risk: 
investment, marketing, paying claims, and administrativ 
duties . 
The need for a third-party in the form of an outsid 
administrative specialist arose when union employees wo 
health and welfare benefits in collective bargaining agreemeni 
under the Taft-Hartley Act. Thus, TPAs perform all the functior 
that traditionally insurance companies have, except for bearin 
the underwriting risk or investing money. 
EPO . An exclusive provider organization (EPO) is more lik 
an HMO than like a PPO. Specifically, when the insured obtair 
non-emergency care outside the panel of exclusive provider: 
the care is not covered . However, unlike an HMO, an EPO is tie 
to one particular employer contract. It isn ' t  offered on a dua 
choice basis so an employee group can't  choose between an EP 
and other types of coverage. 
SHMO . The social health maintenance organization (SHMC 
is a relatively new concept . The SHMO allows Medicare eligibh 
to join a plan that provides the usual types of Medicare servic( 
and additional services including home nursing care, adult da 
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mployee Relations by Bill Riley 
Niomania by Bill Condon . . . .  
1 1 th industry has undergone a revolution in recent 
·ith the emergence of many new competitors and 
,rms of health care delivery. George Werth 
ed t his idea on Canson paper using colored pencil, 
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Just Who is the 
COMPETITION? 
The health care marketplace has 
changed drastically in the past 
couple of years. The development 
of new products such as Tradi­
tional Plus and new forms of 
health care delivery - including 
the Health Options health main­
tenance organizations and Pre­
f erred Patient Care pref erred 
provider organizations - within 
the corporation alone are examples 
o f  t h e  revo lut ion  o c c u r i n g  
throughout  the health care 
industry. 
Some New Competitors 
Below are just a few companies 
that have emerged as competitors .  
HCA is the Hospital Cor­........ poration of America, 
the nation's  largest for-profit hos­
pital chain. HCA will off er HMOs, 
PPOs, and TPA services which will 
compete directly with Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida. 
� , Inc. is the 
�umana nation 's  sec­
ond largest investor-owned hos­
pital company and is the furthest 
along in its transition to a prepaid 
health plan. The focal point of 
H u m a n a ' s  h e al t h  i n s u ra n c e  
products is the "Humana Care 
Plus" program which offers strong 
financial incentives to use partici­
pating hospitals, guaranteed rate 
caps for up to three years, and 
freedom to choose any physician. 
Humana owns and operates 17 hos­
pitals in Florida and has become 
very active in the group market. 
VLL A  stands for Voluntary 
rTI, Hospitals of Amer­
ica, the largest not-for-profit hos­
pital association in the United 
States .  VHA is forming a joint 
venture with Aetna Life and 
Casualty Company, the largest 
shareholder-owned insurance 
company in  the nation. That joint 
venture will develop and market 
HMOs and PPOs. 
NME i s  National Medical Enter­prises, a multi-hospital 
system rapidly developing its 
Cynthia Haywood 




Medicare B Cla irns Examin ing 
Yvette Lewis 
RPq11,Pst Refu nd 
Wanda Lott 
Medicare B Claims Examin ing 
Susan McCullough 
Medicare B Telephone 
Cmnm u n ications Unit fl 
Martina Ngo 
Publi.x Accoun t  
Lorelei Parker 
Private Business Claims 
Eramin ing 
Tina Rynearson 
PPO Cla irns & Customer 
Service 
Randy Simmons 
Small Group Product 
10 Years 
Barbara Armstrong 
Other Carrier Liability 
Cheri Ballinger 
Motors Dedicated Un it 
Sandra Benigni 
Utilization A nalysis 
Carolyn Crisp 
National Accou nts & Critical 
inquiries 
Jacqueline Cullimore 






Applications SJ stems Private 
Business Operations 
Linda Heagley 
Privette Business Clairns 
Adjudica tion 
Karen Huber 
Performance A nalysis 
Gerald Jayne 














Jriforrnation Systems Support 
Barbara Watson 
Dfrecl Markel inqu iry 
Virginia Watson 
Quality Assu rance 
15 Years 
Joan Killebrew 
Finance and Product Pla n n ing 
Judy Willey 
Medicarn B Com m u n ications 
Un it IV 
20 Years 
Vivian Bessent 
Group Membersh ip and Billing 
James Britton 






Tampa Distr·ict Office 
Promotions 
John Abrams promoted to 
Manager Data Base 
Administration 
Karen Ausum promoted to 
Technical A nalyst EDP in 
Systems Development 
Carolyn Baden promoted to 
Clerk B in Group Direct 
Marketing Support 
Vivian Bagley promoted to 
Program Utilization A nalyst 
in Medicare B Program 
Integrat ion 
Patricia Blevins promoted to 
PPG Customer Rei,ations 
Representative in PPG C!,aims/ 
Customer Service 
William Brown promoted to 
Direct,or Corporate Project 
National in Corporate Project 
National 
Sheri Buhr promoted to 




Technical A nalyst EDP in  
Systems Support 
Marilyn Cooney promoted to 
Supervisor State Group 
Carolyn Cowen promoted to 
Hardware Support Specialist in 
Hardware Support 
Lawrence Craig promoted to 
Management Conmltant  MM in 
Management Systems 
Kathleen Defoe promoted to 
Supervisor Special C/,aims 
Processing in  Private Business 
Ci,aims 
Kelvin Dell promoted to 
Auditor ill in Tampa Branch 
A udit 
Daniel Fisher promoted to 
Senior Systems A nalyst PAS 
in Sqftware Development 
Bonnie Flowers promoted to 
Manager Subscriber Services in  
Group Enrollment and Billing 
R. Gale Franz promoted to 
Systems A nalyst in Systems 
Support 
Tonya Gathright promoted to 
Customer Service Representative 
in FEP Co rrespondence 
Rebecca Gaudry promoted to 
Customer Service Representative 
in FEP Correspondence 
Robert Grant promoted to 
Director, Development and 
Operatfons PAS 
Carol Green promoted to 
Executive Secretary in HMO 
Development 
Stanley Hall promoted to 
Senior Systems A nalyst EDP in  
Systems Development 
Cynthia Hamel promoted to 
Program Utilization A nalyst in 
Medicare B Program Integration 
Debra Hannah promoted to 
Personnel Assistant in HMO 
Development 
David Hayes promoted to 
Methods A nalyst II in Industrial 
Engineering Services 
Janet Heiss promoted to 
Health Service A nalyst in MD 
Policy/Private 
Catherine Hontz promoted to 
Ci,ai ms Examiner B in Blue 
Shield EOMB Unit II 
Sherelyn Jackson promoted to 
Supervisor OCL Litigation in 
COB Subrogation 
Shirley Jackson promoted to 
Claims Exam iner C in FEP 
Support 
A. Denise Johnson 
promoted to 
Customer Service Representative 
in Provider Re/,ations 
James Key promoted to 
Ci,aims Exam inPr B in Blue 
Shield EOMB Un it II 
Frances Knight promoted to 
Manager· Subscriber Services in  
Membership and Billing 
Tanya Kovacs promoted to 
Critical Com m u n ications 
Writer in National Accou nlsl 
Critical Inquiries 
David Kukar promoted to 
SPn ior Systems A nalyst EDP in  
Systems Development 
Mary Lane promoted to 
Program Utilization A nalyst 
in Medicare B Program 
Integration 
Walter Lane promoted to 
Cla ims Examiner B in Blue 
Shield EOMB Un it JI 
Marlene LaPierre 
promoted to 
Supervisor Special Claims 
Processing in Private Business 
Clai1ns 
Yvette Lewis promoted to 
Col leclion Specialist in Request 
Refund 
Tamara Logan promoted to 
Cl.lStomer Service Representative 




Methods A nalyst JI in industrial 
Engineering Services 
Lorna Miner promoted to 
Customer ServicP Representative 
in Dental  Assistance 
John Oetjen promoted to 
Director BPnPfits 
Administration 
Ruth Patrick promoted to 
Supervisor Medicare B Ci,a irns 
Processing in Med B Ci,aims 
Examin ing 
Shelle Phelps promoted to 
Driver in Computer 
Operat ions Adm in istration 
Randi Ross promoted to 
Senior Buyer· in Purchasing/ 
Pleet Operations 
Mario Rubio promoted to 
Director Membersh ip and 
Billing 
Catherine Shane promoted to 
Manager of A u tomated Cla ims 
Frances Simmons 
promoted to 
Supervisor Special Claims 
Processing in Comp. Ci,a ims 
Un it 
John Smid promoted to 
A uditor IV in A udit a nd 
Resecirch 
Larry Taulbee promoted to 
Print  Shop Opera,tor B in 
Prin t ing Department 
Charlie Torrance promoted to 
Driver in Shipping a nd 
Receiving 
Richard Towery promoted to 
TP Service A nalyst i n  
ComJJU ter TP Equ ipment 
Miriam Underwood 
promoted to 
Program Ut ilizat ion A nalyst 
in Medicare B Program 
Integration 
Richard Warner promoted to 
Director Customer Service 
Lyle Watkins promoted to 
Sen ior Print  Shop Operator in  
Printing Department 
Robin Watson promoted to 
Methods A nalyst JI in Industrial 
Engineering Senn:ces 
Major Way promoted to 
Section Leader VII in 
Outgoing Ma il 
Helen Zayatz promoted to 
Progra m  Utilizat ion A nalyst in 
Medicare B Program Integmtion 
(Continued on Back Cover) 
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Claims Examiner B in Comp. 
Claims Unit 
Joyce Bowman transferred to 
Mluuiger Special Inquiries in 
PPG Claims/Customer 
Service 
Janette Butler transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Comp. 
Eram. Entry 1 
Cathy Callahan transferred to 
HIS Special Projects Specialist 
in Fina.nee 
F rank Cardin transferred to 
Senior Sys terns Analyst EDP in 
Corporate Project National 
Anna Carvalho transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Private 
Business Claims 
Jeff Chastain transferred to 








Systems Analyst in 
Management Systems 
Cleo Culp transferred to 
Screening Clerk in Comp. 
Susp. II 
Vicki Dailey transferred to 
Micrographics Production in 
Comp. Output Micrographics 
Deborah Dixon transferred to 
Cla-i'rr!$ Examiner B in Comrp. 
Exam Entry I 
Gloria Duffy transferred to 
Claims Era.miner C in Private 
Business Claims 
Jacqueline E bert 
transferred to 
Correspondence Representative 
in Medicare B - DME 
E ddie Flowers transferred to 
Claims Exam1·ner B in Comp. 
E:r:am. Entry I 
Gwendolyn Goggins 
transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Comp. 
Susp. fl 
Andrew Green Jr. 
transferred to 
Camera Stripper Opera.tor in 
Printing Departm.ent 
B unny Haliflco transferred to 
Direct Income Clerk in Cashiers 
R obert Hannan transferred to 
Correspondence Representative 
in Med B - DME 
Cynthia H echt transferred to 
Clai ms &ca.miner B in Comp. 
Exam. Entry 1 
Dorothy H utcheson 
transferred to 
Mcmager Special Inquiries in 
Direct Group Inqu iries 
Janet Jackson transferred lo 
Claim5 Examiner B in PrivalP 
Business Claims I 
Gerald Jayne transferred to 
Micrographics Production in 
Comp. Output Mirrogmphics 
B renda Johnson 
transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Comp. 
E .. cam. Entry I 
Deborah Johnson 
transferred to 
Secretary B in BCBS in Claims 
Administration 
Vessie Johnson transferred to 
Claims Examiner C in Comp. 
Claims Unit 
Janet Jordan lransferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Comp. 





P. O.  Box 1798 
Jacksonville, Florida 32231-0014 
Patricia Long transferred to 
Claim.s Kea.miner B in Publix 
Arrount 
Wanda Lovett transferred to 
Claims Examiner B in Comp. 
Exam. Entry I 
Julia Mallory transferred to 
Claim� Examiner B in Publix 
Account 
Lola Marsh transferred to 












Control Clerk B in Private 
Business Claims 
Mary Moore transferred to 
Program Analyst in Syste-m.s 
Support 
Mary Peavy transferred to 




Claim.� E.ra.m.in.er B in Com.7J. 
Claims Unit 
Brenda R obinson 
tranferred to 
Claims Eraminer B in Comp. 
Claims Unit 
Oscar Sadsarin transferred to 




Accounting Analyst in Inter­
Plan Rec. 
James Simmons transferred to 
Accountant III in National 
Accounts Receivable 
Michael Spain transferred to 
Micrographics Production in 
Comp. Output Micrographics 
James Stepps transferred to 
Clai ms Examiner B in Comp. 
E:r:am. Entry I 
W illiam Strong transferred to 
Manager OCL in Claims 
Support 
Danny Thomas transferred to 




Clai1ns Er:aminer B in Publix 
Account 
Carol Turner transferred to 
Control Clerk B in 
M icrugraph'ics/ Reprograph ics 
Ora Vinson transferred to 




Secretary A in Direr/ Group 
Inquiries 
Susan Walker transferred to 
Claims Era.miner B in  Comp. 
Eram. Entry l 
Robina Weigel transferred to 
Acco11 11 ting Analyst in Audit 
and Rl'sParch 
Schryell Wells transferred to 
ClainLS Examiner B in Comp. 
&cam. Entry I 
R ichard Werner 
transferred to 
Mana_qer Professional Relations 
in Phys. Relations Central 
Region 
Rosalie Willard transferred to 
Claims Eraminer B in Private 
Business Claims 
Terri Williams transferred to 
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Susp. If 
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